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Abstract
A defining virtual reality (VR) metric is the sense of presence, a complex, multidimensional psychophysical construct that
represents how intense is the sensation of actually being there, inside the virtual environment (VE), forgetting how
technology mediates the experience. Our paper explores how locomotion influences presence, studying two different ways
of artificial movement along the VE: walking-in-place (through head bobbing detection) and indirect walking (through
touchpad). To evaluate that influence, a narrative-neutral maze was created, from where 41 participants (N=41) had to
escape. Measuring presence is a controversial topic since there is not a single, objective measure but a wide range of
metrics depending on the different theoretical basis. For this reason, we have used for the first time, representative metrics
from all three traditional dimensions of presence: subjective presence (SP) (self-reported through questionnaires),
behavioral presence (BP) (obtained from unconscious reactions while inside the VE), and physiological presence (PP)
[usually measured using heart rate or electrodermal activity (EDA)]. SP was measured with the ITC-SOPI questionnaire, BP
by collecting the participants’ reactions, and PP by using a bracelet that registered EDA. The results show two main findings:
(i) There is no correlation between the different presence metrics. This opens the door to a simpler way of measuring
presence in an objective, reliable way. (ii) There is no significant difference between the two locomotion techniques for any
of the three metrics, which shows that the authenticity of VR does not rely on how you move within the VE.
Keywords: presence; interaction; locomotion; virtual reality

1. Introduction
The concept of presence is elusive and blurry. Imagine yourself in an immersive theatre play, like the iconic Sleep no More
(https://www.punchdrunk.org.uk/sleep-no-more), where spectators move through the different stages and could interact with
the actors and the props. Even when you know that everything
within the stage is fiction, you empathize with the characters,

your heart beats quickly in front of dramatic events, and, definitely, you act as if the situations were real. This suspension of
disbelief, as was coined by the poet and philosopher Coleridge
(1984), is indispensable when dealing with fictional works from
different media: films, literature, theatre, or games. Feeling
a synthetic environment and the events happening within as
real, that is the sense of presence. Originally, when it was firstly
defined at the 80’s by MIT professor Marvin Minsky in the sci-fi
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1.1. Presence as nonmediation
This theory was formally stated by Lombard and Ditton (1997) as
the perceptual illusion of nonmediation. In his definition, perceptual indicates that the cognitive, sensory, and affective systems are permanently involved in an individual’s environment.
Additionally, the “illusion of nonmediation” happens when a
person is not able to identify a medium within his/her environment and his/her reactions are similar to those that would
take place if the medium was not present. Schuemie highlights this dualism (Schuemie et al., 2001): “part of the perception acknowledges that the experience is mediated by technology while another part does not.” This theory is followed
by Slater and Usoh (1993) and by the International Society
for Presence Research (2000) as is surveyed by Skarbez et al.
(2017).

other researchers attending to its impartiality: An expert in a
certain domain of skills will always perform better in a VE than
another person who has not done that task before (Skarbez et al.,
2017).

2. Quantifying Presence: Previous and Current
Metrics
As other psychological states, presence can be quantified either
using an in-out approach (subjective, introspective) or an outout approach (objective, perceived). This last category could be
split into two additional subcategories: behavioral, derived from
embodied responses to virtual stimulus, and physiological, coming from the sympathetic neuronal activity.
Along the following subsections, we are going to provide a
detailed background about previous work related to measuring
presence in VEs.

2.1. Subjective measurement of presence
This set of methods includes every technique based on actively
self-reporting to the researcher one or several aspects related to
the experience in the VE. This method of measuring presence
is usually supported by post-experiment questionnaires and it
relies on the self-perception of how much “real” the VE is perceived by the user. The most relevant presence questionnaires
(transmedia or VE focused) were summarized by Skarbez et al.
(2017):

r Slater, Steed, and Usoh (1995a) (SUS questionnaire, 1995).
r Kim and Biocca (1997) (Arrival/Departure questionnaire,
1997).

r Baños et al. (2000) (Reality Judgment and Presence Questionnaire, RJPQ, 2000).

r Larsson, Västfjäll, and Kleiner (2001) (Swedish Viewer-User
Presence Questionnaire, SVUP, 2001).

r Lessiter, Freeman, Keogh, and Davidoff (2001) (ITC Sense of
Presence Inventory, ITC-SOPI, 2001).

r Vorderer et al. (2004) (MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire,
MEC-SPQ, 2001).

r Schubert, Friedmann, and Regenbrecht (2001) (Igroup Presence Questionnaire, IPQ, 2001).

1.2. Presence as being there
This is the most supported theoretical approach to presence,
coined by Minsky (originally as telepresence), as said before and
accepted by Steuer (1992), Schloerb (1995), Welch, Blackmon, Liu,
Mellers, and Stark (1996), Mantovani and Riva (1999), Biocca,
Harms, and Burgoon (2003), Riva, Davide, and IJsselsteijn (2003),
Witmer, Jerome, and Singer (2005), and Mestre, Fuchs, Berthoz,
and Vercher (2006) among others. It is based on the physical
feeling of “being in the virtual environment” and from Steuer
(1992) earlier works, presence has substituted the term telepresence in order to make it independent from technology or use
domain (Lee, 2004). The presence of the virtual environment (VE)
has a negative correlation with the presence of the real environment since both represent extremes of the same axis (Slater &
Steed, 2000). Although this definition of presence is mainly subjectively reported (is only oneself who has the awareness of being in one place or another), Schloerb attempted to develop an
objective metric for this presence conception: An individual is
objectively present in one place if he/she is able to perform well
in a proposed task (Schloerb, 1995). Schloerb’s proposal gave a
very simple measurement of presence, far from the complex alternatives implemented by that time, but it has no support by

r Bouchard et al. (2004) (Single-Item presence questionnaire,
2004).

r Witmer et al. (2005) (Presence Questionnaire, PQ, 2005).
r Takatalo, Nyman, and Laaksonen (2008) (Experimental Virtual Environment-Experience Questionnaire, EVEQ, 2008).

r Lombard et al. (2000); Lombard, Ditton, and Weinstein (2009)
(Temple Presence Inventory, TPI, 2009).

r Chertoff, Goldiez, and LaViola (2010) (Virtual Experience Test,
VET, 2010).
Attending to the work of Rosakranse and Oh (2014), the most
relevant and used questionnaires are as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

SUS Questionnaire (SUS).
Witmer–Singer Presence Questionnaire (PQ).
IGroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ).
ITC-Sense of Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI).
Lombard and Ditton Questionnaire.

All these questionnaires are intended to be answered once
the virtual experience has ended [except from Bouchard et al.
Single-Item questionnaire (Bouchard et al., 2004), which was designed to be asked also during the experience] and this makes
them biased (based on fading memories about the previous
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magazine Omnium Minsky (1980), the term made reference to
telepresence, or the feeling of believing that you actually were in
another remote place, even when from a cognitive point of view,
you know that you are not. At these first stages of presence research, the focus was set on the technological aspects but as
the topic has been developed, psychologist and even neuroscientists (Sanchez-Vives & Slater, 2005) have been attracted to this
area.
Today, presence research is strongly linked to virtual reality
(VR) since it is an immersive, evoking medium (Meehan, Razzaque, Insko, Whitton, & Brooks, 2005). VR causes that, both consciously and unconsciously, people act like there was no technology mediation, forgetting the head-mounted displays they
are wearing, and that everything they seed is computer generated. In order to explain this phenomenon, researchers propose
a wide range of theoretical frameworks that could be grouped
in two big sets attending to the specific interpretation done over
the presence concept. These groups do not integrate the whole
research corpus but they include a great majority of the theories. This classification is based on the three biggest, generalist,
presence surveys published along the last 20 years: Schuemie,
van der Straaten, Krijn, and van der Mast (2001), Lee (2004), and
Skarbez, Brooks, and Whitton (2017).
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experience), subjective (dependent on a personal reflection
about a complex own feeling about reality, which affects its reliability), and act like a black box, hiding details about the changes
on presence along the full experience (questionnaires give a discrete final value or a set of values).
On the other hand, questionnaires are easy to administer, affordable, and they also have a high ecological validity since there
is no need to modify the VE in order to obtain values for this metric.

2.2. Behavioral measurement of presence

r They are taken simultaneously to the virtual experience,
avoiding bias of fading memories.

r They are nonintrusive since they are taken externally.
r They are (partially) objective although there is the need of a
human person to register the reactions of the individuals and
to code them as “natural” reactions.
However, on the other hand, they also lack ecological validity
since in order to obtain natural reactions, researchers have to include additional elements into the VE like some dangerous or, at
least, uncomfortable situations (heights, falling objects, strident
sounds, etc.) that do not always fit with the topic of the VE.

2.3. Physiological measurement of presence
Different physiological measures like heart rate, skin temperature, or electrodermal activity (EDA), also known as skin conductance response or galvanic skin response, have been used as
presence metrics. Even when most of them are related to arousal
instead of presence and some of them could be altered by the
physical activity done during the virtual experience (walkingin-place, swinging arms, etc.), some correlation has been established between them and the sense of presence.
Meehan, Insko, Whitton, and Brooks (2000) firstly and
Wiederhold et al. (2001) after, succeeded in finding a correlation
between self-reported questionnaires and physiological measures, specifically, EDA.
This metric is obviously objective per se but obtaining it is
quite intrusive since external devices are needed and it could
cause, to a certain extent, some loss of presence. Additionally,
in the experiments mentioned before, the conditions that lead
to increments in presence are both related to fear, making the
VE not so ecological, and also, only applicable to a narrow subset
of research scenarios.

3. Human–Computer Interaction in VR
Even when current VR systems are able to manage highdefinition wireless head-mounted displays (HMD) and accurate

wireless controllers, designers of VR experiences have to deal
with an old challenge: How users are going to interact with
the VE? Different approaches about designing interaction techniques and metaphors have been developed, being focused on
performance, usability, realism, comfort, or a combination of
them. Slater, Usoh, and Steed (1995b) established an interesting taxonomy, splitting interactions in a VE into two main categories: mundane and magical, attending to the level of fidelity
between the virtual interaction and how that same action would
be performed in the real world.
Despite the assumed temporary suspension of disbelief characteristic of mediated experiences that allows users to keep immersed while what they are watching, hearing, or touching is
clearly unreal (Laurel, 2013), magical interactions have some
identified flaws that have relevance in specific domains.
While mundane interactions are realized, to a certain extent,
in the same way that they would be realized in the real world
(moving from one point of the VE to another by walking in the
real world, grabbing an object by touching it with a controller,
and having pulled a trigger), magical interactions are metaphors
created to overcome some limits or to soften some restrictions
of VE. For example, grabbing objects without touching them (using a kind of telepathic force to move them from distance) or
flying (traveling through the VE by touching a button or moving
a joystick while standing still in the real world) represent adaptations or metaphors of certain actions pursuing effectiveness
of interaction or ease of use.
Those metaphors, since represent alternative ways of taking an action, have some implications with our proprioceptive
system. Sir Charles Scott Sherrington defined proprioception as
“our secret sense, our sixth sense” (Sherrington, 1906) and, in a
more detailed way, as the sensory flow that continuously and
permanently gives to us the sensation that our body is “ours”
and that we control it.
If there exist proprioceptive dissonances, like watching
through our eyes that we are moving but not perceiving it with
our muscles, tendons, or joints, it could cause a loss of presence
and punctual diseases like cybersickness, a phenomenon that
typically manifests itself as disorientation, eye strain, or nausea
among others (Biocca, 1992). Additionally, in specific domains
like training, those proprioceptive flaws could penalize transference of the trained actions in the virtual world to the real world
(Slater, 2004).
In this experiment, we will focus on the study the implications of locomotion as the most common interaction in a 3D VE
(Bowman, 2005).

3.1. Locomotion in VR
Immersive experience designers have to face a reiterative challenge: exceeding the physical limits of the room-scale tracking
and give the users the possibility of moving through bigger environments. This design decision has several implications on performance, comfort, or presence and has to be informed by scientific evidence.
Bowman created a comprehensive taxonomy where different
VR locomotion methods are classified attending to their complexity (Bowman, Koller, & Hodges, 1998):

r Travel: Control of the user’s viewpoint motion in the threedimensional environment.

r Wayfinding: Cognitive process of determining a path based
on visual cues, knowledge of the environment, and aids such
as maps or compasses.
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Intuitively, the more present feels a subject, the closer to reality will look their reactions. Reflex-like responses could act as
indicators of presence in a VE (Mestre et al., 2006).
Held and Durlach (1991) firstly questioned if a teleoperator
controlling a robot by distance and watching through his “eyes”
would react to ducking or make any similar involuntary movement if a baseball bat was swung aiming to the telerobot eyes.
Taking this idea, Sheridan (1992, 1996) proposed using people’s
reactions as an objective measure of presence. Particularly, he
proposed an experiment where individuals try to catch a ball or
to avoid a thrown object inside the VE.
Behavioral measures have interesting improvements in front
of questionnaires like:
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Figure 1: Most popular VR controllers: HTC Vive Controllers and Oculus Touch.

r Navigation: Together, travel and wayfinding make up the
overall interaction called navigation.

3.2. Common methods of navigation
VR systems usually include a couple of wireless controllers
(Fig. 1), one for each hand, with several photosensors or infrared LEDs (it depends on the platform), that allow them to be
recognized by the tracking cameras. This tracking system detects and interprets a wide range movements and gestures from
users, creating an almost infinite potential set of interactions
that could be implemented.
Taking advantage of this relatively absolute freedom to design interactions, several navigation metaphors have been implemented. The most used and studied are Schuemie et al.
(2001), Boletsis (2017), and Bozgeyikli, Raij, Katkoori, and Dubey
(2019).
3.2.1. Automatic locomotion
This method could not be considered interactive at all. Although
the user can still control the camera moving the head and is able
to interact with the environment in other ways, the movement
is out of his/her control. It is similar to a roller coaster or other
fair attractions, where you move autonomously along the environment.
3.2.2. Fix point teleport
The fix point teleport metaphor is a restricted variation of the
free teleport method. The user has a kind of pointer that allows her/him to select different destinations along the environment. Once selected (by pressing a button or pulling a trigger
normally), her/his virtual avatar’s position changes to the selected spot.
3.2.3. Free teleport
The free teleport metaphor allows the user to freely point to every (or almost every) place in the VE and to change instantly
her/his position to the selected point. There are different approaches to manage the direction that the user faces when teleported: keeping the direction previous to the teleport, facing the
old position when teleported, or selecting the new facing position before teleport.
3.2.4. Indirect locomotion
Indirect locomotion acts as a repository for a number of other
metaphors, united by the common characteristic of moving
the virtual avatar thanks to a disconnected interaction, that is,
with an action that is not explicitly linked to movement. These
metaphors come mainly from videogame culture: pushing a but-

3.2.5. Walking-in-place
This category also groups a number of other metaphors like head
bobbing or arm swinging. Both examples of walking-in-place
method are based on recognizing user’s movements (by optical cameras or by tracking devices like HMD or controllers) and
translate different gestures or actions (vertical displacements of
head and alternate vertical displacement of hands) into movements of the virtual avatar. Some interesting accuracy recognition improvements have been developed using machine learning techniques.

3.2.6. Stepper machine
This is a different version of the walking-in-place metaphor,
based on the use of a specific device, normally a stepper. Using
this kind of devices improves dramatically the accuracy of moveR
ment recognition. The stepper devices go from the WiiBalance
Board to an adapted elliptic bike.

3.2.7. Redirected walking
This family of methods is mainly based on manipulating the VE
in order to keep the user moving inside a small tracked space
while he/she is convinced of being traveling along a greater environment. This illusion could be created by different means like
using doors that act as portals or by slightly changing the orientation of the environment in a way that is imperceptible to the
user and keeps him/her turning and turning permanently while
in the VE the user is walking straight. There are other environment manipulations that have worked successfully in order to
recreate redirected walking, usually based on architectural illusions or real-time adaptations.

3.2.8. Real walking
This metaphor is not a metaphor. Real means real and users’
navigation in the real world is mapped under a 1:1 scheme to
the VE. Usually, it needs: (i) strict level design, especially in VR
systems with small room-scale tracking, which makes believable that users walk only in a 3 or 4 × 5 square meters space. It
could be supported by storytelling, making the action of the VE
happen in an office full of cubicles, in a submarine, or in a spaceship with small rooms; (ii) big physical spaces like stadiums or
industrial warehouses and special tracking systems that could
support huge scenarios.
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Taking this classification, we put the focus on navigation
skills, the one with higher cognitive implications.

ton, pulling a trigger or a joystick, touching a touchpad, etc. Usually, when performing such actions, the virtual avatars move in
the direction that is facing the user but there are some alternatives, like moving in the direction the joystick points and keeping
user’s point of view. This family of methods feels inside the VE
like flying or sliding.
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In order to visually represent the different locomotion methods, we propose a bidimensional taxonomy (Fig. 2) based on the
following:

For this experiment, we have selected locomotion techniques
from the, a priori, most opposed groups: mundane-LPF and
magical-HPF in order to analyze this potential controversy.

r Level of proprioceptive feedback (PF): from low PF (LPF) to
high PF (HPF). LPF could be associated with the inconsistency
of sensory information received by the user of a VE and the
actions carried out inside the VE.
r Level of magic: from mundane to magic, depending on how
believable (from a real-world point of view) is the locomotion
motion.
Attending to this classification, four subgroups are created:
(Q1) magical-LPF; (Q2) magical-HPF; (Q3) Mundane-LPF; and (Q4)
mundane-HPF.
On Q1, we have placed free teleport and fix point teleport
since they represent an artificial way of moving and have very
low PF, since the body is totally static when movement occurs.
Q2 puts together the walking-in-place and stepper machine
locomotion techniques. Both have medium–high PF because
they require user’s physical movement to produce virtual movement. On the other side, since there is no real displacement, they
have no full PF and they are considered quite magical since rotation and walking-in-place are strange for standard users.
On Q3, we have classified two artificial locomotion
metaphores: indirect locomotion, which is considered mundane by its usual utilization on videogames, and automatic
locomotion, popular by theme parks’ amusement rides. Both of
them have LPF.
Finally, on Q4 we included the natural locomotion methods,
real walking, and redirected walking. Mostly mundane but having redirected walking with a lower PF since, even on the most
efficient implementations, it has some sensorial singularities.

4. Relationship Between Locomotion and
Presence
As interaction plays a fundamental role in presence since it
is a crucial factor in the acceptance and successful use of VR
(Mütterlein & Hess, 2017) and locomotion represents a basic interaction on VR since it supports navigation inside a VE (Boletsis
& Cedergren, 2019; Bozgeyikli, Raij, Katkoori, & Dubey, 2016; Hale
& Stanney, 2014; Bowman, 2005), we are going to study the intersection of both of these concepts.
The intuitive idea behind this relationship is that choosing
a locomotion technique for a VR environment that is closer to
real human locomotion is going to increase both the subjective
presence (SP; mainly reported through post-experiment questionnaires; Usoh, Catena, Arman, & Slater, 2000) and the behavioral presence (BP; physical reactions to the VE; Slater, McCarthy,
& Maringelli, 1998).
This idea is rooted in the concept that users that navigate
a VE using a locomotion technique that matches more accurately proprioceptive information from their own body and sensory feedback given by the computer will experiment a higher
sense of presence. Research developed during the last 20 years
(Usoh et al., 1999) has cultivated the idea that realistic locomotion techniques were associated with higher levels of presence.
However, this statement is not always true per se; it has more
complex implications. Along the next section, we are going to go
deeper into previous research aiming to make clearer how presence is being measured and what kind of navigation metaphors
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Figure 2: Bidimensional classification of locomotion methods.
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proach. In their results, there is no evidence of significant difference between sense of presence values for the different locomotion methods used.
It is a revealing fact that these four studies have a similar
experimental design:

r Intersubject contrast: The participants (n) are divided in different groups, one per condition (locomotion metaphor).
Each group only tries one navigation method and their
measured values of presence are compared with the other
groups.
r SUS questionnaire (Slater et al., 1995a): All four experiments
used SUS as post-experience survey.

Figure 3: Training room (top view).

(1) A reported indicator of the extent to which the subject was
aware of background sounds in the real laboratory (on a
scale of 1 through 7);
(2) The extent to which their reaction when looking down over
the pit was self-assessed as being similar to what it would
have been in a similar situation in real life (on a scale of 1
through 7);
(3) The extent to which they had any vertigo or fear of falling
when looking down over the virtual pit (on a scale of 1 to 7);
(4) Their willingness to walk out over the pit (on a 1 to 7 scale);
(5) The path they actually took to the chair on the other side of
the pit; if they walked across the chasm the score was 0, and
if they went around the edge the score was 1.
Attending to the research background, this is the first study
on presence and locomotion metaphors that establish a relationship between the three families of metrics: subjective, behavioral, and physiological.

5. Methodology
Figure 4: Maze (top view).

are being evaluated, and what will help us to establish a baseline.

4.1. Previous work
To a certain extent, the research developed to date on locomotion and presence is subsidiary to other topics (Youngblut, 2006)
such as, for example, cybersickness, performance, usability, etc.
We want to obtain relevant information about the influence of
interaction, more specifically locomotion, on presence.
There have been several experiments oriented to measure
locomotion method influence on presence but they usually focused on one metric, SP, and in one locomotion metaphor. Subjective presence is the most commonly used measure, based
on subjective ratings through questionnaires (Schuemie et al.,
2001). We want to go further in this direction, establishing a
baseline between the three families of metrics (subjective, behavioral, and physiological) for presence and their relationship
with the locomotion method.
This study is based on the previous work from Usoh et al.
(1999), Zanbaka et al. (2004), Peck, Fuchs, and Whitton (2011),
and Langbehn, Lubos, and Steinicke (2018). All the four studies
are focused on locomotion and use only an SP measurement ap-

An ad hoc scenario was developed in order to facilitate to the
users an engaging virtual experience while testing the implications on presence of two different locomotion metaphors.

5.1. The VE
The environment was designed to combine of a task-oriented
environment with an exploration goal. In this way, we covered
the most common design options adopted on previous similar
works. Additionally, we wanted to introduce some gamification
elements like the karma-spheres, the shield, and the risks in order to create a game-like environment to promote engagement
and intrinsical motivation for the experiment. As it is stated
in McMahan (2013), engagement and presence are narrowly related.
Our VE is a decontextualized maze (Fig. 4) that participants
must pass through from start to finish before the allocated
time expires. The subjects have 3 minutes to escape from the
maze (primary mission) and they are instructed to accumulate
as much “karma” as possible (secondary mission). There are
spheres distributed throughout the maze, which earn participants “karma” if they collect them. Furthermore, participants
can lose “karma” if they are attacked by a risk.
These risks are also distributed throughout the maze and
are of three types: fires, precipices, and slippery puddles. Some
spheres are close to hazards and others are located in no-risk
zones. Participants have the option of activating a shield, which
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Only one study on locomotion and presence has combined
two metrics. It was the Usoh et al. (1999) experiment. They created a score out from the following five components:
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5.2. Hardware and software details
For this experiment, we used HTC Vive VR HMD. This device offers an adequate performance (2160 × 1200 resolution, FOV-110
degrees, 90 Hz) for our VE and the tasks carried out by users. HTC
Vive has all the capabilities expected in order to implement the
locomotion techniques studied in this paper. All experiments
were performed in an area of 3.5 m × 3.5 m. The VE was developed using the game engine Unity (version 2017.3.1f1) and it has
a stable performance, fixed by code, of 60 FPS, running on a laptop HP OMEN 17-An104ns, with these characteristics: i7-8750H;
16GB; 1TB; 256SSD; 17.3 inch screen; GT 1050/W10.

5.3. The procedure
The participants responded to the self-report questionnaires on
a personal computer. The process took approximately 40 minutes, and was completed in an experimental room, supervised
by a research assistant. The subjects were thereafter conducted
to a second experimental room where they received the following instructions:

Welcome to the maze. You have 3 minutes to find the exit and,
along the circuit, you should collect as many spheres as you can.
Each sphere that you collect will earn you Karma. However, be
careful! Exposing yourself to risks could make you lose Karma if
they damage you. However, we won’t leave you alone to face these
dangers. You have a shield to protect you from these risks. This
shield is a limited resource: it has a battery, which you should
optimize. With the shield activated, the dangers can’t harm you,
but you will travel more slowly, and you will not be able to collect
any spheres. Remember: you must exit the maze before your time
runs out, and with the highest amount of Karma possible. Are you
ready? Good luck!

After they had received the instructions, the participants underwent a practice session in which they familiarized themselves with the HMD device and the task interface. In this training scenario, the subjects learned how to navigate through the
VE, how to collect spheres, and how to activate the shield.
The training session took between 3 and 5 minutes. Once the
goals of the training room were achieved, the main maze was
loaded. This procedure was repeated twice, once per locomotion technique. In the training room and in the main maze,
the same navigation metaphore was used. The maze structure
and the distribution of karma-spheres and hazards were the
same.

Figure 5: Sample size estimation by Cornish (2006).

5.4. Sample size determination
In order to determine an appropriate sample size aiming to
achieve our objectives for this experiment, we used a two-factor
decision pipeline:

r Factor (i) Previous Works: We selected the most relevant jobs
on this topic from the previous bibliographic review aiming
to figure out their average sample size. Our objective was to
have a sample size larger than average sample size on related
articles. Those papers, listed on section 4.1 Previous Work,
were as follows: Usoh et al. (1999), Zanbaka et al. (2004), Peck
et al. (2011), and Langbehn et al. (2018) and their sample size
was, respectively, 33, 44, 36, and 33. The average sample size
was 36.5, so, with our 41 individuals sample size, we accomplished our objective. This method, of using a similar sample size to other relevant studies on the topic, is explained in
Kotrlik and Higgins (2001).
r Factor (ii) statistical power: With undetermined populations,
the significance of results comes determined by the effect
size. If we follow the relevant work of Cohen (1992) about statistical power, we could take into consideration that the sample size could be evaluated a posteriori, using the effect size. If
statistical power of our findings does not reach the pre-fixed
significance objectives, one method of increasing that power
is increasing sample size. Power-based sample size calculations are related to hypothesis testing. Briefly, we can consider two types of errors: (i) Type I error (false positive): Concluding that there is an effect when there is not. α = P(type
I error) = level of statistical significance [= P (reject H0 | H0
true)]; (ii) Type II error (false negative): Concluding that there
is no effect when there actually is. β = P(type II error) [= P (accept H0 | H1 true)]. The statistical power of a certain result set
is defined to be 1 β [= P (reject H0 | H1 true)]. This technique
could also be used to estimate a priori a suitable sample size.
Predefining acceptable values for α and β, we are able to find
out the minimal sample size needed to achieve our statistical
power requirements (Cornish, 2006). For an intrasubject experiment, with reasonable values for α (= 0.05) and β (=0.8)
and expecting a conservative medium effect size, 34 individuals is the minimum sample size, as we can see in Fig. 5, so
we are again over the objective.

5.5. The locomotion techniques
We decided to implement two different locomotion methods, following the VR locomotion typology from Boletsis (2017)
(Fig. 6).
We have selected one locomotion method from each of the
two main groups (Physical and Artificial) that have Continuous
VR motion type and Open VR interaction space since these two
characteristics permit more freedom for designers, being less restrictive over the environment:

r Indirect walking: This locomotion method belongs to the indirect walking set of metaphors. Its mechanic is inherited
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protects them from the risks. When the shield is active, the
user’s speed is reduced and (s)he cannot collect any spheres.
The shield is a finite resource that subjects need to optimize.
While passing through the maze, the participants have information about the remaining battery life of the shield and how
much of their allocated time remains.
Additionally, a training scenario (Fig. 3) was developed. It
had all the mechanics implemented (picking up spheres, navigation, and shield) but it was a simple open, empty room. Inside, there were three lights: green, yellow, and red and three
karma-spheres. In order to succeed on this training, users have
to: (i) pick up all the spheres; (ii) activate the shield at least
one time; and (iii) navigate through the lights in the order:
green, yellow, and red. Once they had accomplished all the
goals, the scene faded to black and the main environment was
loaded.
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from game tradition: pushing down on the controller’s integrated touchpad moves the user’s avatar in the direction
(s)he is facing at 2 m/sec [speeds above 3 m/sec can increase
cybersickness symptoms (So, Lo, & Ho, 2001)]. Indirect walking was included into the experiment because of its accuracy
and soft learning curve.
r Walking-in-place (by head bobbing detection): Head bobbing
is part of the walking-in-place set of methods and it is based
on the recognition of vertical movements of the head when
users are pretending to walk but without any displacement. It
is the HMD that is responsible for detecting those movements
through its sensors. This method was chosen for its PF and
easiness of implementation for reduced tracking places.
Both locomotion techniques were implemented in C# on
Unity3D. They were based on the SteamVR 2.0 and VR Locomotion Essentials – v2.5 commercial libraries and were rigorously
tested in order to validate their implementation. Prior to the experiment, both of them were evaluated on their accuracy and
optimization by a focus group. This focus group was formed by
five people with different levels of VR and 3D game experience.

5.6. The metrics
As far as we are concerned, this is the first experiment combining the three predominant approaches oriented to presence
measuring: SP, BP, and physiological presence (PP).
5.6.1. Subjective presence
In order to evaluate the subjective perspective of presence, we
have selected the ITC-Sense of Presence Inventory, a crossmedia presence questionnaire developed by Lessiter, Freeman,
Keogh, and Davidoff in 2001 (Lessiter et al., 2001). This questionnaire is built of 44 items (in the revised version; originally
it had 63 items). A five-point Likert scale (1 strongly disagree; 5
strongly agree) was chosen as the response option for all items.
Internally, it is segmented into four different factors: (i) sense of
physical space; (ii) engagement; (iii) ecological validity; and (iv)
negative effects (NEs).
5.6.2. BP
By BP, we mean the extent to which individuals’ behaviors, reactions, or perceptions when immersed into the virtual experience are similar to those that would happen in the real world.
This metric was constructed from the data collected by re-

searchers about users’ reactions to sensory stimulus (visual hazards, sounds, etc.) while walking along the maze. The codification of this reaction has no relationship with the Slater’s (Slater
& Steed, 2000) BIP (Breaks in Presence) theory, based on the idea
that events (sounds mainly) in the real world could be omitted
by users if they are fully immersed (high sense of presence) into
the virtual world. We tried to maintain a “neutral real world” in
order to maximize the immersive experience. As in Usoh et al.
(1999), a score was constructed from a reported indicator of the
extent to which the subject experienced “real” reactions to different hazardous situations. For each hazard, the following reactions were registered:

r Fire throwers (ducking and/or jumping backwards and/or
shouting).

r Dangerous pool (jumping ahead and/or going slowly).
r Abyss (going slowly).
Each reaction registered from the previous list counted as 1
point in our score, being the count of all of them, the final Behavioral Presence Score.
5.6.3. PP
EDA was chosen as the metric for PP. EDA represents electrical
changes, measured at the surface of the skin, that arise when
the skin receives innervating signals from the brain. There is a
great agreement among researchers about the theory that EDA
is produced by the sympathetic nervous system, thus allowing
EDA to provide a sensitive measure of sympathetic nervous system arousal (Critchley, 2002; Picard, Fedor, & Ayzenberg, 2015).
In order to obtain values of EDA from each user, an Empatica
E4 wristband (Fig. 7) was used (https://www.empatica.com/eneu/research/e4/). This gadget is a wearable research device that
offers real-time data about EDA, with a great ecological validity.
The wrist measurement of EDA offers more compatibility
with holding the VR controllers and additionally it has shown
greater responsivity than measurement on the traditional palmar surface (Sano, Picard, & Stickgold, 2014). The Empatica E4
provides a way to capture electrical conductance (inverse of resistance) across the skin. It achieves this by passing a minuscule amount of current between two electrodes in contact with
the skin. The units of measurement for conductance are microSiemens (μ S). As Empatica checks and stores electrical conductance several times per second, after a light post-processing
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Figure 6: Locomotion types by Boletsis (2017).
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Physical space: F(1, 80)=0.04, p=.84.
Engagement: F(1, 80)=0.36, p=.54.
Ecological validity: F(1, 80)=0.51, p=.47.
Negative effects: F(1, 80)=6.81, p=.01.

Attending to the nonnormal distribution of the data from
the NEs factor for the walking-in-place independent variable,
we performed an additional nonparametric test, Kruskal–Wallis
(Breslow, 1970), and obtained p<.05 (p=.013), which confirmed
the significant difference between conditions for this specific
factor.

6.2. BP

Figure 7: Empatica E4 wristband.

Table 1: Means and standard deviations (SD) from ITC-SOPI
questionnaire.
Locomotion metaphor
Indirect walking

Physical space
Engagement
Ecological validity
Negative effects

Walking-in-place

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.3288
3.7134
2.9220
2.0446

0.6936
0.6613
0.9010
0.7612

3.3002
3.6273
2.7902
2.5366

0.6255
0.6339
0.7589
0.9367

(cleaning and normalizing), we used the average measurement
along the whole experience.

6. Results
6.1. Subjective presence
Means and standard deviation for the ICT-SOPI questionnaire
can be found in Table 1.
Analysis of variance was conducted on the presence measures attending to locomotion metaphor. Firstly, we checked the
normality of the distribution using the Lilliefors test, which is
used to test the null hypothesis that data come from a normally distributed population (Lilliefors, 1967). For each dependent variable (Physical space, Engagement, Ecological validity,
and Negative effect values), it returned 0, which means that the
null hypothesis was accepted, except for NEs results for indirect
walking condition.
The effect size was calculated using Cohen’s d (Sullivan &
Feinn, 2012) and results were low (<0.2) for each variable except
from NEs, a consistent result with the ANOVA test:

r
r
r
r

Physical Space: d=.04.
Engagement: d=.13.
Ecological validity: d=.15.
Negative effects: d=.57.

A one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of navigation metaphors on four factors of ITCSOPI questionnaire. There was no significant effect of the locomotion method on the SP at the p<.05 level on any of the first
three factors (PS, E, and EV) but we found a relevant difference
on the fourth (NE):

r IndirectWalking (M=0.84, SD=1.26); Total count = 38;
r HeadBobbing (M=0.2, SD=0.50); Total count = 9.
The Lilliefors test showed the nonnormality of the data and
Kruskal–Wallis revealed a p<.05 (d=.0076). This significant difference in the effect of locomotion type on this BP metric is
obvious since indirect walking condition registered almost four
times more reactions than walking-in-place. The Cohen’s d obtained was d=.67, which represents a medium effect size (d>.5
and d<.8).

6.3. PP
Prior to the experiment, a baseline of EDA was registered for
each participant. Baseline is generally considered to be the average tonic level of an individual during rest conditions and in the
absence of any discrete environmental event/external stimulus.
With this baseline, it is possible to calculate the differential between the average of EDA values obtained during the experiment
and the baseline, as it was explained in subsection 5.6.3:
E D A = mean(E D Amaze ) − mean(E D Abaseline ).
Through this calculus, we obtained means and SD for each
condition, summarized in Fig. 9.
Applying again the Lilliefors normality test, we obtained
that EDA values follow a nonnormal distribution. Due to this,
Kruskal–Wallis was applied again and it thrown p=.028(< .05), so
there is a significant difference between both locomotion methods.
Finally, the effect size obtained using Cohen’s d was d=.85,
which represents a large effect size (d>.8).

6.4. Correlation matrix
Figure 10 reflects correlation coefficients using Kendall’s tau
(Kendall, 1948) for each pair of dependent variables. The coefficients highlighted in red indicate which pairs of variables have
correlations significantly different from zero.
We found an interesting negative correlation between BP for
the HeadBobbing condition and the NE factor from the ITC-SOPI
questionnaire for the same condition. Here, Kendall’s τ = −.29
shows an intuitive relationship between presence and comfort.
If individuals are uncomfortable inside the VE, they are not able
to be fully immersed into the virtual experience and this could
affect their level of presence.
Additionally, even when all three dimensions (subjective,
behavioral, and physiological) have shown no correlation between them, they internally have significant correlations, which
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The results on Fig. 8 show the total count of behavioral reactions
inside the VE during the virtual experience:
Numerical results were as follows:
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ensures certain robustness of those metrics that are taken individually into consideration.

7. Discussion
This experiment aimed to gain additional knowledge about the
influence, of interaction in general and locomotion metaphors
particularly, on the sense of presence inside a VE. With this objective in mind, two locomotion methods have been tested (indirect walking and walking-in-place by head bobbing detection)
and three different measures for presence were used.
Slater, Usoh, & Steed (1994) used the term “body-centered interaction” for techniques that try to match proprioception and
sensory data. We tried here a walking-in-place technique (based
on head bobbing detection) that is a clear example of this. The
other method (indirect walking) fails on that matching.
Attending to previous work on comfort and cybersickness,
the indirect walking metaphor should have obtained higher
scores on the NE factor of the ITC-SOPI questionnaire but, surprisingly, it was the other method, the walking-in-place, that obtained worst values in this area.
This could be understood thinking about how similar is the
touchpad control in VR to the regular games’ controls. As our
population was very young and they are usually used to playing
games, this locomotion metaphor, even with low proprioceptive
conditions, was easier to be understood and assimilated.
Making reference about the three dimensions of metrics for
presence, although no correlation has shown between them,
some interesting findings could be highlighted.
Firstly, it is evident that the complex and blurry concept of
presence has several ways to be measured, each of them with a
different approach, trying to capture a small slice of the subjective experience of a user inside a virtual environment.

We tried to shed some light on a holistic approach, combining the three methods, and findings are clear: Each metric,
subjective, behavioral, and physiological, is not measuring the
same. To a certain extent, it could be said that each of them is
measuring a different presence. As several previous studies, postexperiment questionnaires are not good at discriminating different levels of presence among various locomotion methods. This
could be rooted on the biased remembering of the experience
that users have.
BP seems a robust metric since it reflects real-world reactions, but it is to be said that those reactions are usually triggered
by nonecological events: hazardous situations, strong noises,
etc. That has a dual effect: (i) design of VE has always to contain certain elements in order to check presence in real time
and this would have great limitations with certain topics or domains; (ii) it strongly relies on user psychological profile and 3D
environments expertise: the more used they are to navigate hostile environments like in videogames, lesser their reactions will
be to events inside the VE, as we could check with the participants of this study. Finally, PP could represent the most objective
metric but even when today’s gadgets are nonintrusive and this
promotes higher levels of ecology in the experiments, EDA has
shown weakness discriminating mood arousal from high levels
of physical activity (like running, jumping, etc.; Meehan et al.,
2000).
In an earlier work (Slater et al., 1994), Slater et al. used
the term “body-centered interaction” for techniques that try to
match proprioception and sensory data. The walking-in-place
method is a clear example of this. For this reason, as the base
of knowledge we have on this topic would suggest, it should
generate higher levels of presence than a nonrealistic locomotion method, like indirect walking. We have found that this is
not supported by evidence in our experiment. In both, subjective and behavioral, it obtained inferior values than the indirect
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Figure 8: BP summary.
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Figure 10: Correlation matrix.
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Figure 9: PP summary.
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walking metaphor. In the third metric, the PP based on EDA, it
obtained higher values but surely linked with the level of physical activity. That links with the perceptual/psychological immersion presence theory (Palmer, 1995; Biocca & Delaney, 1995) that
is rooted on the idea that presence is, mainly, a sensory experience and high levels of physical activities could distract senses
from perception.
Attending to prior studies and our results, we are able to add
the following two main ideas to the topic:

r Referred to the methodology and metrics used on presence–

So, in our humble opinion, the focus on the presence and locomotion research should stand on how to adapt the interaction
method to the user, attending to their real-time presence metrics, more than trying to figure out which locomotion method
is “the best.” This idea is supported by recent theories, summarized in the study from Riva, Wiederhold, and Mantovani (2019),
where the concept of predictive coding (PC) is developed. PC
theory suggests that the “brain actively maintains an internal
model (simulation) of the body and the space around it, which
provides predictions about the expected sensory input and tries
to minimize the amount of prediction errors (or ‘surprise’)” (Riva
et al., 2019, p. 88). This increasingly popular theory also states
that VR tries to mimic the brain model as much as possible: The
more the VR model is similar to the brain model, the more the individual feels present in the VR world. In this way, it could be said
that any locomotion technique with actual leg movement (real
walking, walking-in-place, etc.) should generate higher presence
sensations. Despite this hypothesis, the results from our study
say that presence is not so much affected by this fact, so new
variables have to be introduced. As far as we have analyzed,
3D gaming experience could alter brain models to the extent
that pushing a controller button could be associated to a consistent movement, generating a similar presence than the natural
movement. Further study is needed on this premise.

8. Conclusion
This study has faced two different VR locomotion metaphors:
one of them from the subgroup magical-HPF (walking-in-place)

9. Limitations and Future Work
The major limitation of this study is the strongest correlation between physical activity and EDA. To a certain extent, every locomotion method linked to an interaction with high physical activity could have altered their presence metrics related to arousal.
Future studies should repeat the experimental conditions of
this research but trying another physiological metric that has
greater independence from physical activity, like eye tracking.
Some behavioral metrics have also to be added in order to explore how body movements (head, hands, etc.) are able to represent a reliable metric for presence.
Additionally, a wider set of locomotion methods could be
tested in order to find out if new correlations could be established between them and different presence metrics.
Finally, the gaming and 3D background of participants and a
basic psychological profiling could set a baseline that will support a better understanding about how presence is originated
and how brain model is altered from a standard configuration to
a “3D mode,” where atypical interactions start to being considered natural.
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